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DAY SEVEN: FINAL DAY OF DISTRIBUTION of AQUARIUS SOLAR FULL MOON 

 

In Service of the Christ, the “Plan” and the Full Flowering of the Soul of Humanity 

 

  

 
 

In the interplay of the polar opposites of each sign stimulated by Gemini, a merging of the two 

into one whole takes place. Aquarian ideals of universality, inclusion and brotherhood merge 

with individual identity in Leo creating a higher identity of wholeness. Individual spiritual 

Identity expands to one universal Humanity – One People, One Planet.  
 
“… As the interplay goes on between Leo and Aquarius (for they are polar opposites) there 

comes a deepening of all qualities and the superficialities disappear until…the intensive self -

consciousness of Leo expands into the group awareness of Aquarius. The individual becomes the 

universal. Man, alone and separative, becomes mankind in his reactions and awareness and yet, 

at the same time, preserves his individuality; he is no longer just a human being, individually 

self-centered and separative, but becomes humanity itself, losing his personal identity in the 

good of the whole yet retaining his spiritual Identity.”   (EA, 135/6) CONTEMPLATE 
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∞ 
 

RITUAL PREPARATION: Opening Alignment and Meditation 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life pouring through all the centers”, let us attune 

with the Great Chain of Being, breathing conscious Breaths of Life in the energy field of 

Aquarius streaming through “the Heart of the Sun–The Son of Divine Love”. ◊ Standing 

now in the Beauty and power of the Cosmos, we move into That place and space where the 

Great Breath is Breathing you – aware of the Life flowing through all the Centers in a 

great fountain of spiritual blessing. ◊ OM  

◊ With a conscious breath of Life, we enter more fully into the peaceful Presence of the Soul. 

As the Soul, we sound forth the sacred WORD, OM … humming through the body 

loosening and discarding atoms of lower vibration in the personality field and 

environment, far and wide. 

Thence, with intensified “spiritual aspiration”, reach high into the Light of the Soul … 

and sound the Sacred WORD, OM drawing in atoms of higher vibration into the mind-

brain and subtle bodies. OM … Sense the expansion … 

◊ Attune now to come en rapport with the Solar Angel and Angel of Aquarius governing the 11th 

petal of the “Heart in the Crown” of the Thousand-petaled Lotus ~ OM. We consciously 

deepen our attunement with Them allowing Them to stimulate and/or make needed ‘energy 

adjustments’ to our subtle body centers in cooperative interplay. ◊ With a softly sounded or 

silent OM, allow gratitude and great-fullness to flow to our solar Angel and Angelic Kingdom, 

and sense Their response to us. 

 

OM 

 

Great over-lighting Angels are advancing with the Christ, His appearance bringing 

Them closer in Angelic interplay with human evolution. As our understanding and 

cooperation with these heavenly Beings grows, their work and contact with us and ours 

with them, will reveal with greater clarity our part in the great work of cooperating in 

the Human / Angelic evolution. We do what is necessary for our inner Christ nature to 

unfold … thence offering our newly cleansed and repurposed vessels for planetary 

work now before us.  
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THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS 

 
◊ As conscious Souls, let us move deeper into the prepared field of the Soul Star Group … thence 

extend Soul Light and Love ~ One to All and All to One ~ creating a living, radiant field of Light 

and Love, and purpose-filled Will, 

unified in Group vibration.  OM  

 

◊ Now as One, let us come into closer 

resonance with the greater GROUP of 

Groups in whose Center stands the felt 

Presence of the Christ. Pause in the 

Presence of This Holy Field … absorbing 

the all-pervading Love and Power 

streaming through the Christ – ‘setting 

things right’ in the world and in each of 

us. 

 

◊ Pause once again to feel into the living, 

pulsing, beating Heart of the Soul Star 

Group… a Sphere of luminous life 

essence and potency. The living Christ, 

extending His blessings to all the world 

through the “hands and feet” of 

cooperating Light-workers.  

 
◊ In this intensified group vibration, let us be mind-full of the millions of meditators and 

Groups active during this Full Moon time, drawing upon the higher energies of Aquarius 

… streaming through Mother Matter, lifting and redeeming, preparing the Soul field in 

all departments of human living thereby manifesting the purpose and potentials of the 

Soul of Humanity for the outworking of the Plan of God. 

 

◊ Let us Be affirmed in the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” knowing that “all 

is well that associates you closely with Them.”  (TWM, 368/9) 

 

OM 
 

Sound the Great Invocation 
Holding these thoughts and energies in mind, as the Soul Star Group – One with the 

Christ and Spiritual Hierarchy, let us Sound the Great Invocation distributing Aquarian 

Blessings to all Kingdoms of nature, strengthening the Soul of Humanity and the Souls of 

all Nations. 
†  
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DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 
 

Select from the following Contemplations and Diamond Soul Practices to manifest the Light of 

Aquarius. We continue ‘listening to intuition’ and ‘open to impression’ as the active distribution 

of the cleansing, healing waters of Aquarius continue ~ until ‘the dark is no more’. 
 

 
 

“LIFE MORE ABUNDANT” 

 

WATERS OF LIFE ~ WATERS OF LOVE 

 
As Dispenser of the Waters of Life, Christ’s work is “most mysterious and not at all easy to 

comprehend. In His public work two thousand years ago, He said: “I am come that they may have 

life and that they may have it more abundantly." (John X.10.) 

“The Life Aspect—from the angle of the vision of Christ—expresses itself in three ways: 

1. As physical life, nourishing the cells of the body. This life is found within each atom of 

substance as the central point of living light. 

2. As livingness, seen as love and light within the heart. When this livingness is present 

and expressing itself, the human atom becomes a part of the spiritual Hierarchy . 

3. As Life more abundantly. This life can be known as light, love and power within and 

above the head of the disciple of the Christ. This abundant life enables him to cooperate, 

not only with humanity and with the spiritual Hierarchy, but also with Shamballa itself—the 

center of life in its purest essence. 

“If we say that life is the livingness which enables, the words are relatively meaningless, are they 

not? If, however, the livingness is referred to the physical plane life, to the spiritual life of the 

disciple and to the living purpose of God, then some faint concept may come of the wonder of the 

work undertaken by the Christ in the past, and foreseen by Him as His future responsibility. Christ can 

draw upon the energies which are defined by the phrase "life more abundantly," because they will 

set loose (in the Aquarian Age) in a new and dynamic manner the new energies needed in order 

to bring about restoration and resurrection . This new energy is the "implementing force of 

universality"; it concerns the future. This inflow of Aquarian energy is one of the factors which 

will enable the Christ to complete His task as world Saviour and world Teacher. It was to the 

definite performance of His duties as Distributor, Nourisher and Dispenser  that He pledged 

Himself in June, 1945, and entered upon His responsibilities as the Forerunner and the Teacher 

of the Aquarian Age." (Reappearance of the Christ (ROC), 84/6)   ◊ CONTEMPLATE 
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† 
 

CONTEMPLATION PRACTICE: Deeply contemplate, visualize, draw in and make real the 

three points of the Life Aspect from the angle of the vision of the Christ – for your Life. 

1. As physical life, nourishing the cells of the body … 

2. As livingness, seen as love and light within the heart … 

3. As Life more abundantly … known as light, love and power within and above the head 

of the disciple of the Christ … opening a line of contact with the purposes of Shambhala 

Recognize the Life aspect expressing in these three ways – the Life Force of Essential Divinity, 

and the guarantor of our continuity in the great Chain of Being with the Aquarian Christ leading 

the Way – Teacher alike of Angels and of Men. ◊ What intuitions come to mind as you 

contemplate the Life Aspect from the angle of Christ’s vision – for you, and for the world.  

† 

CONTEMPLATION PRACTICE: absorb, be inspired, give thanks and extend the following Ideas. 

“If we say that life is the livingness which enables, the words are relatively meaningless, 

are they not? If, however, the livingness is referred to the physical plane life, to the 

spiritual life of the disciple and to the living purpose of God, then some faint concept 

may come of the wonder of the work undertaken by the Christ in the past, and foreseen 

by Him as His future responsibility.  Christ can draw upon the energies which are 

defined by the phrase "life more abundantly," because they will set loose (in the 

Aquarian Age) in a new and dynamic manner the new energies needed in order to 

bring about restoration and resurrection.”  

“This new energy is the "implementing force of universality"; it concerns the 

future.  This inflow of Aquarian energy is one of the factors which will enable the Christ 

to complete His task as world Saviour and world Teacher.”  

“It was to the definite performance of His duties as Distributor, Nourisher and Dispenser 

that He pledged Himself in June, 1945, and entered upon His responsibilities as the 

Forerunner and the Teacher of the Aquarian Age." 

† 
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THE FUTURE-PRESENT CIVILIZATION  

“…the developed Aquarian puts all he has into his water pot, storing it there for service 

and giving it freely on demand to meet a need.”   (EA, 136)   

“Aquarius, we are told, governs the blood system and its circulation. By means of the 

blood, the life force is distributed throughout the entire human body. It is, therefore, 

symbolic of the task of the liberated Aquarian who dispenses spiritual life throughout the 

fourth kingdom [the human]”.   (EA, 142)   

CONTEMPLATE 

As we come to a close of our seven-day creative group process in the solar sign and energies of 

Aquarius, we come to realize that we have been engaged in a magical process of the Soul. The 

Soul, whose interest and dual gaze to Earth and to God, participates in the creation of a future-

present Heaven on Earth – whose “ways, means and effects” are in process of manifestation. 

Great numbers of Souls have awakened to working cooperatively together for a new humanity 

and new earth. The new Age of Aquarius is upon us.  What will we choose? Continuous conflict 

or continuous cooperation? We have known conflict. Let us now choose joyful cooperation!  It is 

the road to truer, long-lasting happiness. 

 

FUTURE VISION: 

 

“Be as if” we are a developed Aquarian. 

 

◊ For a moment, let us visit an Aquarian future – a world culture and civilization that already lives in the 

Mind of the Creator. Putting it all together, we simply ask - what brings us renewal, Joy and Beauty?   

◊ As we bring the vision of life in Aquarius from the real future into the present, and as we live from 

this future here and now, we become magnetic channels strengthening a ‘present-future pull’ good for 

all. CONTEMPLATE 

 

We are learning to "live life” more abundantly in the vibrational reality of the Christ and the Great 

Ones. They, aligned with the great chain of Being leading to the Heart of the Sun – the Son of Divine 

Love, “nourish and distribute” Aquarian life energy, dispensing the “waters of life” far and wide – “as 

it is in heaven” – within and without – flowering every department of human living.  

 

◊ We with Them. Let us experience the Reality of what already exists in the Creator. Let us meet and 

come to know this new energy. Let us be vehicles for its expression. Let us practice living "as spheres” 

of abundant Aquarian Life. 

OM 
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LET US “BE WITH” and “LIVE IN” THE HEART OF THE CHRIST 

Lifting the Soul of Humanity and All Nations to a higher sphere of daily living.  

The Saving Force – a coherent healing energy, streams upon a Humanity in need of Peace, 

a Peace that rises through the practice of Right Human Relations – Soul Relations. 

Free Will was given to Humanity by the Creator. Those who live by the sword, die by the 

sword. Those who live to find, know and live in True Love – the greatest power on Earth, 

transform their lives and life on the material plane of living.  Let This Be Done.  
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Conscious of the beauteous, cleansing waters of the Life of Aquarius ~ 

With conscious intent, we step into Christ’s Vision. In the heightened group vibration that has 

risen from our Group Approach to Divinity, we sound the Sacred WORD, OM in confirmation. 

 

 
 

† 
 

“MAY ALL BE WELL WITH YOU”  

said the Christ to His Disciples. 
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